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Chapter 1 : Blue Baby Bottle SL Studio Condenser Microphone BABY BOTTLE SL
Inside the Sound. The soul and swagger of Baby Bottle SL all starts with Blue's proprietary, hand-tuned capsule. The
robust, gold-sputtered Mylar diaphragm features a machined brass backplate design that creates the signature warmth
and presence Baby Bottle SL is known for.

We like the breast-like nipple for easier transfers from breast to bottle and back again, and we like that the
squeezable body is massage-able for a real "milk let-down" that mimics breastfeeding and mom in a way no
other bottle achieves. This bottle has a super-sized mouth that makes transferring liquids a snap with less loss
potential and allows for quick cleaning without special tools. This bottle is easy to assemble, and both parents
and babies like the unique design and innovative features. However, with some planning ahead and possibly
an alternative night option, this bottle can be a winner for families looking for something other than plastic or
glass. What if your baby likes a wider style nipple? What if your baby is prone to gas and colic? Knowing
which bottle might be your best bet given all the different shapes, sizes, materials, vents, valves, and nipples
can help you find the best option for your situation. We considered over 30 top bottles before choosing 9
products to test side-by-side. The table above is a comparison of the overall scores for each bottle in this
review. The scores are a weighted combination of the individual metric scores. Metric results come from
in-house tests and user experience "in the field. Value While any single baby bottle may not be priced to break
the bank, buying multiple bottles for convenience could start to get spendy depending on the price of each
individual bottle. Most families will want at least 6 bottles, so there can be a few in play while a few are being
cleaned. In our lineup, there are multiple options with budget-friendly prices. This option also comes in
multi-packs to save you even more money. Many options allow for a spout change to make them appropriate
for toddlerhood and beyond. The Lifefactory Glass Bottle is one of these options where the years of use can
make the price feel lower spread over time. Also, the value of using inert materials provides peace of mind
that it is hard to put a price on. The top 9 baby bottle contenders used by tiny tested for our Best Baby Bottle
showdown. When using each bottle, we consider several different performance metrics to determine scores
and overall ranks. The information below includes in-depth testing details. Leak test in progress. After 20
minutes, some caps were filled with milk! Leaking inside a diaper bag can lead to a stinky wet mess and lack
of food for baby at your destination. Excessive leaking while feeding can result in a mess and a frustrated
child who has difficulty drinking or at the very least a loss of potential nutrition that leaves baby feeling
hungry. This metric is one of the most important in transition and sippy cups, and while it may not be as
important for bottles, it is still a priority to avoid mess and loss of food. Given this, we test each bottle for
leakage and how likely it is to leak while feeding, in a diaper bag, or just sitting on the counter or in the fridge.
Our tests are conducted side-by-side and help us determine which can hold their liquid and which have
trouble. The low score is a 4 for the Medela Breastmilk bottle that leaks from the nipple and around the collar.
Most babies have an easy time latching in a natural fashion to the wide-mouthed nipple of the Comotomo.
Nipple Every bottle features a nipple design and shape the manufacturer is proud of, and it is one of the
features that most brag about in their advertising. All of the nipples in our tests were silicone, but some are
shaped more like a natural breast, like the Comotomo, and others offer internal features that help prevent
nipple collapse or limit the amount of air intake to help prevent colic, gas, and spit-up. The high score for
nipple design and performance in this group is 9 for the Playtex Nurser and the Comotomo, our Top Pick
award winner that looks almost like a real breast. The low score for nipple performance is the Medela with a 4
and a narrower nipple that frequently inverted in our tests. Washing the Tommee Tippee bottles is super easy
thanks to wide mouth bottles and only three parts that need regular cleaning. Ease of Cleaning Cleaning is the
part of bottle-dom that many parents dread. With some bottles having very narrow necks that are difficult to
clean with a standard bottle brush and others requiring specialized tiny brushes for cleaning venting systems,
this metric can be significant if you want to spend more time with your baby and less time cleaning up. We
gave preference to bottles with few parts to clean, wide necks for easier cleaning with a brush or an ordinary
sponge, and no small pieces to clean with tiny bottle brushes. Some of the most straightforward bottles to
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clean had disposable liners to hold the liquid and only had one or two parts that require cleaning. The Kiinde
Squeeze and the Playtex Nurser both have liners and a score of 10 for cleaning because you only need to clean
the nipple on a regular basis. Of these we preferred the Kiinde for several reasons, but primarily because the
liner is recyclable and it can go from pump to storage to bottle with no transfer needed. The low score for the
group is a 4 for the Dr. A seven-month-old boy loves his Lifefactory bottle that includes a grippy silicone
sleeve for easy handling and few parts for easy assembly. The ease of use metric included things like how easy
it is to assemble and disassemble, how heavy it is, how difficult it is for baby to hold or parents to manage,
and how well it traveled. We also considered whether or not it needed to transfer liquid the Kiinde does not , if
the neck opening was wide enough for easy transfer, and if the venting or valve system was easy to assemble
and seemed to work as advertised. The Tommee Tippee bottle has 3 parts not counting the dust cap used for
travel and keeping the nipple clean. Both bottles offer features that make them easier for baby to hold, they
have limited parts for quick and easy assembly, and they make liquid transfer simple with wider necks. The
low score in the group is a 3 for the Kiinde Squeeze. This bottle seems like it should be easy to use, but is
difficult thanks to a longer liner that is hard to pump with and a smaller capacity that requires changing the
bags mid-feeding up to 3 times if your baby is older or very hungry. So much so that we have written an entire
article on whether or not Plastics are Safe for Baby Bottles and Sippy Cups. While stainless steel remains one
of our favorite materials for sippy cups , the Academy of Breastfeeding Medicine noted in their Human Milk
Storage Information for Home Use for Full-Term Infants pdf article that "steel containers were associated with
a marked decline in cell count and cell viability when compared to polyethylene and glass. Plastics are our
least favorite because even though they are BPA free, they could still potentially be leaching chemicals into
their contents that have similar side effects. The industry standard for nipples is silicone, which is generally
considered safe. The liners for the Playtex Nurser are not recyclable and do not attach to any breast pump,
unlike the Kiinde Squeeze that goes direct from pump to storage to bottle in the same liner. We dislike the
bottles with plastic liners and feel they have the lowest eco-heath performance both because they contain
plastic and because they are most likely going to end up in the landfill even though Kiinde options are
recyclable. The best for eco-health is the Lifefactory glass bottle. Lifefactory is primarily glass with a silicone
sleeve and nipple. This bottle is environmentally friendly and can act as a sippy cup with a sippy top in the
place of the nipple when baby gets older. We wish we had included the Joovy Boob Glass glass version in this
review because we are very curious about this newer glass addition to the bottle market; it has gotten good
reviews from users on Amazon, and we will likely include it in our next update. It is similar to the Lifefactory
in that it is glass, and some even come with silicone sleeves for easier gripping and protection from drops. The
lowest score is a 2 for the Playtex Nurser that is almost entirely plastic, save for the nipple and has disposable
pouches that are not recyclable. Conclusion There are a lot of choices when it comes to bottles, and we hope
that our review and analysis has helped you narrow down to top contenders that will work for you and your
little one.
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Chapter 2 : BLUE BABY BOTTLE SL USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
Blue Microphones Baby Bottle Cardioid Condenser Microphone. The Baby Bottle is a pressure-gradient cardioid
condenser microphone, employing an edge-terminated single-membrane large-diaphragm capsule.

It sounded too good to be true. From the moment I opened the box of the Blue Baby Bottle to the end of my
field testing, I had a smile on my face. The fitted wooden case and beautifully designed custom shock mount
make the statement that this is not your typical microphone. It feels like an instrument and the fit and finish
was flawless. The mic also included a small attachable pop-filter that I found to work acceptably for quieter
vocalists, but not as effectively as a full sized clamp on pop-filter. The Specs The Baby Bottle is a cardioid
pattern condenser. It has a frequency response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz and a signal to noise ratio of 87 dB. It
requires 48V of phantom power to operate and Blue recommends using a high-quality preamp such as the
Blue Robbie vacuum tube preamp. So what do all of these specs add up to? Quite a lot, actually! I had a jazz
vocal track to record the night the Blue mic arrived on my doorstep. After seeing the look of the Baby Bottle I
knew that the vocalist would be excited to try it out. Blue is quite right in saying that vocalists love singing
into this mic. The vintage style look really does wonders to inspire a vocalist and get them into an inspired
frame of mind for recording. I was very pleased to discover the unique sound of Baby Bottle. On vocals, this
mic really shined. The sound was clear and powerful. The mic has quite a bit of gain and really picked up the
nuances of the alto I was working with. Tilting the mic up towards her forehead a bit accentuated the sparkle
of her head tone. The Baby Bottle is an extremely versatile mic. Listen to a recording of a guitar using the
Baby Bottle this audio file has been compressed for the web: Conclusion The Baby Bottle is an incredible
accomplishment by Blue. I would confidently put the Baby Bottle up against a number of microphones at
twice the price. Its vintage sound and look make it a mic you want to reach for often. I absolutely loved it for
vocal and acoustic guitar use, and its ability to capture quite a bit of nuance and detail make it a fine choice for
a myriad of sound sources.
Chapter 3 : Blue Microphones Baby Bottle SL Specs - CNET
All the styling, attention to detail, and hand-crafted quality for which BLUE has become famous is evident in the Baby
Bottle, a solid-state, Class A discrete condenser mic that brings BLUE performance to a great low price point.

Chapter 4 : Review: Blue Baby Bottle : www.nxgvision.com
Blue's Interchangeable Capsule family embodies our commitment to being unique, bold, and creativeâ€”just like you.
Choose from the soul-satisfying warmth of the Bottle tube mic or the exacting clarity of the Bottle Rocket Stage One FET
condenser.

Chapter 5 : The Best Baby Bottle | BabyGearLab
The Blue Baby Bottle Microphone is a handcrafted solid-state, class A, discrete condenser mic with a
precision-machined, gold-sputtered capsule enclosed in a lollipop spherical grille. Fixed cardioid pattern.

Chapter 6 : Blue - Baby Bottle SL
Despite its comparatively low price, the Baby Bottle retains all the essential and desirable qualities of its more up-market
siblings. If you are in the market for a good, general-purpose large-diaphragm cardioid mic, and you want something that
stands out from the crowd, I would recommend the BLUE Baby Bottle without hesitation.

Chapter 7 : BLUE MICROPHONES BABY BOTTLE USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
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View full Blue Microphones Baby Bottle SL specs on CNET.

Chapter 8 : Blue Microphones Bluebird | www.nxgvision.com
The blue bottles were filled with blue and white M&M's. Perfect color on bottle top to match the M&M's blue. They were
quick and easy to fill, then just snap the cap on.

Chapter 9 : Baby Blue Cabernet | Blue Rock Vineyard
Blue Baby Bottle SL Cardioid Condenser The Blue Baby Bottle SL is a cardioid condenser microphone that delivers
classic sound and incredible versatility. With a richly present midrange, smooth top end, and neutral bottom, Baby Bottle
SL is reminiscent of the world's finest vintage microphones.
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